Rubbish Science
A guide to teaching students science
using ONLY items from the recycling bin
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The ethos behind this work is that everyone can have a good basic start in science.
This course is 99% recyclable meaning there is no harm to the environment!! It is sourced
with recycled rubbish which is free and reuses unwanted, thrown away items.
Great scientists like ‘Robert Hooke working with springs’, ‘Isaac Newton watching apples
fall’ are examples that deep concepts can be discovered using simple materials. It is the
‘thinking’ that leads to discovery.
Young people loving the environment and understanding their responsibilities to it in
the future is very precious. The overall message is to encourage future generations, at a
young age, to think about a cleaner, greener and happier planet.
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Reproducible student worksheets are available
with a class or school license.
Prices start from just £200.00 so please contact
us for details.
This is the list of activities covered in the book.

Biology Forward
Let’s practice measuring area
I love plants I cannot live without you!
I will give my plant a habitat
my plant can reproduce so everyone can love plants
animals move. why?
Where do animals rest?
racing. plants on the move!
the key to putting living things into groups
bones on the move.
muscles - the hard workers
how animals and plants keep fit
Let’s learn a little about biometrics.
pollen power!
physics/chemistry Forward
measuring volume
the materials in everyday use...use and use again.
is it a solid, a liquid or a gas?
changing a solid to a liquid to a gas
stopping heat energy getting ‘in’ or ‘out’
what a mix up!
backwards and forwards...forwards and backwards
non-reversible chemical reaction!
green chemistry
Gravity.....and...floating
more forces
forces - moving quickly
finding out.
the magic of magnetism.
Light
waves
fruity electricity!
sun, Earth and Moon
a hearty laugh
designing a habitat
Day by DAY - board game
ENERGY - the balance

